The unity of The Comedy of Errors lies in the baffling contexts surrounding Aegeon, the boys from Syracuse, and the boys from Ephesus and in their responses to those contexts. Obviously, there are certain differences among these contexts that cannot be ignored. There are differences in the time spans that matter to the play: over twenty-five years for Aegeon, one week in particular for Antipholus and Dronmio of Ephesus, and one day for the Syracusans. The degree of seriousness with which Shakespeare handles Aegeon and each of the pairs varies greatly as well. There are differences in temperament. Yet, despite these differences, there is an ultimate similarity of situation and response which binds all five characters into the larger unity of this early comedy.
In total intellectual confusion, Antipholus restates his problem in terms that may almost remind us of modern existential absurdity:
Am I in earth, in heaven, or in hell? Sleeping or waking? mad or well-advised? Known unto these, and to myself disguised! I'll say as they say and persever so And in this mist at all adventures go. (II, ii, 214-218) Metaphorically, the language points to Antipholus' sense of dislocation, physically, mentally, and in terms of identity.4 Life is like a "mist" through which we grope our way. To live is to be lost. To live is to be mad. Or perhaps most importantly, life is like a dream.. His question of whether he is sleeping echoes his earlier wonder if he could have been married in a dream or whether Adriana was but part of a current dream. In his last plays Shakespeare will return to a similar vision of life through characters who speak words not unlike Antipholus': Hermione, Posthumus, and Prospero.
Refusing But Antipholus, when he learns that Dromio has found a "fat tnarriage" as well, returns to the miotif of witchcraft: "There's none but witches do inhabit here. . ." (III, ii, 161). And in IV, iii, he comments: "Sure, these are but imaginary wiles/And Lapland sorcerers inhabit here" (IV, iii, 10-11). The references go back to the threat of malignant transformation. At the same time, Antipholus generalizes his situlation in other terms which develop the Christian allusions noted above. He responds to one of the errors, the delivery of ulnasked for gold, with these suggestive words: "And here we wander in illusions" (IV, iii, 43). He repeats the notion that he is groping through a "mist." The danger of metainorphosis and the illusory nature of the world about him are combining to fashion the response of this Antipholus to his context. Thus both Syracusans, in a strange city, resort to "goblins," "sprites," "sorcerers," and "witches" to express the threat they feel from an incomprehensible environment of change and illusion.
In contrast, .he denizen twins respond to situations with reasonable complaints rather than with a belief in "a series of adventures with the supernatural."' Yet it is almost their rationality that makes them creatures of farce. For example, it is pure error comedy when Antipholus of Ephesus is arrested for the gold chain he never received. For him it is just another ridiculous mistake in a rather bad day. He reacts by sending for bail; but he gives the message to the wrong Dromio:
Tell 
